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Aims
We aim to develop
An Effective, efficient Assessment System which is robust, consistent accurate and manageable.
Assessments must enhance teaching and learning and promote pupil progress.
They will also help to inform school development and accountability.
Top of the Document

Tracking attainment and Monitoring progress
The attainment and progress of every child is tracked using the Class Assessment Excel Spreadsheets
We track pupil’s progress and attainment from entry in reception to leaving in year 6.
Teachers their Class Assessment Excel Spreadsheets at the end of the 1 st half term and at the end of every term. Top of the Document
Assessment should inform planning and improve children’s learning and progress
Formative assessment should be used on a daily basis to inform planning to ensure all children are achieving and understanding
their learning. This can be completed through marking, annotation of planning or keeping mental or written records. Timely
intervention is important to ensure children are keeping up. Ideally this will be done in the lesson or as close to it as possible.
Assessment should be used to inform planning and find gaps in pupils learning to close effectively. Teachers should know how each
of their children learn best and take this into account when planning interventions and planning children’s next steps or units of
work. Top of the Document
Teacher Assessment
Teachers make assessments on a daily basis, lesson by lesson and week by week.
They will record children’s attainment on the records outlined below
Also a summative record of attainment will be recorded on the class assessment spreadsheets
Ongoing teacher assessment occur through questioning, observing, holding pupil discussions, marking or checking work and when
testing and quizzing the children. Over time the class teacher will build a good knowledge of their children’s attainment and progress
Teachers will be trusted to build their teacher knowledge of each child’ s attainment and progress in all subjects.
Teachers will make relevant assessment notes on planning or in notebooks, in children’s workbooks or in mark books
SEE MARKING POLICY
Top of the Document
Moderation of Teacher Assessments
The school participates in regular moderation and standardisation of Reading, Writing and Maths
These meetings ensure Teacher Judgements are accurate.
Moderation meetings take place on a termly basis; • Internally
• With local cluster schools
• with the Local Authority
Top of the Document
Monitoring of assessment, Book trawls, Moderation and Standardisation of Assessments

Assessment documentation is checked termly by senior leaders. This is to ensure that teachers are making accurate
assessments against their year group’s programme of study. All findings are recorded and followed up as necessary.
Book trawls, moderation and standardisation activities will be used to check the accuracy of the assessment records
Different abilities of children will be randomly chosen, and those children’s books will be scrutinised to ensure rigour.
To make the assessment system robust and accurate the class teacher’s judgements are moderated termly
Within school, the local cluster of school and with the Local Authority at the end of Key Stages
Top of the Document
Monitoring performance – Tracking progress and comparing Attainment to National Averages

We recognise the most useful way to track a pupil’s progress is to examine the pupils work in books, observe pupils in lessons, hold
discussions with the pupils and listen to them read. BOOK TRAWLS are an invaluable means to check children’s progress and judge
their attainment – however analysis of teacher’s assessment records is also useful.
Analysis of assessment records is a useful means to monitor children’s learning performance
Teacher Assessment is invaluable and MUST be trusted to form assessments
Regular Moderation and standardisation sessions will be planned to ensure teachers are able to assess children’s work accurately
Top of the Document
Class Assessment Spreadsheets - Used to monitor pupil, teacher and school performance
.Teachers will use their assessment knowledge of the children to update class assessment spreadsheets each term.
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Class assessment spreadsheets will be used to record attainment and progress of each individual each term.
Attainment of individuals, groups or cohorts can be compared to national averages and expectations
Progress is also monitored by comparing current attainment to prior attainment achieved in previous year or key Stages.
Class assessment spreadsheets will be analysed and discussed on a termly basis at pupil progress meetings
The head and SMT will analysis this data to monitor progress across the school
Class assessment spreadsheets will then be used by the Headteacher, SMT and teachers
termly progress meetings will be organised to discuss and enhance the performance of cohorts, groups and individuals
The Headteacher and SMT will use external and internal assessment data to produce assessment reports to inform themselves,
Governors or external partners of school performance to aid school improvement
Top of the Document
Sharing assessments – Progress Meetings, Transition Meetings and Internal Moderation.
Pupil progress meetings
SMT will hold pupil progress meetings to discuss the individual needs of child in every year group. Information will be taken from the
whole school tracking grid and the teacher assessment sheets to identify where interventions need to be in place. This is completed for
every child in the school. Interventions are then set up according to close gaps and allow every child to make progress.
Sharing assessment information
At the end of every year or when children change settings meetings are set up for the teachers to pass on assessment and progress
information to the next teacher. Within these meetings the following should be discussed for each member of the class:
• Current attainment – assessment sheet will be shared, and gaps will be highlighted
• Interventions they have received, what has worked well for that child.
• Current level of progress that child has made
• Personal, social and emotional issues that may affect the child’s learning.
• Special Educational Needs, Gifts and talents or special interests.
Previous assessments help to provide a baseline for receiving teachers to ensure they have a good understanding of a child’s
attainment and gaps before they start a new year group. This enables teachers to set high expectations from the beginning of a
new year group.
Starting school
The teacher `reception receives profiles from previous settings, so they already have some background information on the children.
Parents are also invited to share the interests and needs of their children.
A baseline assessment will also be completed once the children start school.
Moving to Secondary School
Year6 teachers and SMT hold meetings with children’s secondary schools to share assessments with their new settings and ensure
there is continuity of provision for the children’s abilities and needs.
Moving Schools When children leave or join school the headteacher ensures assessment information is shared
Moderating with next Year’s Teachers In addition to assessment information and progress of children being discussed at pupil progress
meetings, teachers get the opportunity to discus and share work from individual children at regular moderation meetings. This helps
the previous and next year groups see where children are in their learning. It helps identify where they are in that year group at
different points in the term, which in turn helps transitions for when they move up.
Top of the Document
Assessment Summaries and Reports support Accountability and School improvement.
The headteacher will share Assessment Summaries and Reports information with SMT, Governors and external advisors to help to
monitor the impact of school improvement initiatives; whole school and individual teacher performance;
Assessment information helps the SMT and Governors monitor the impact of school improvement initiatives; progress being made by
groups of pupils. It also helps to determine relevant future school improvement strategies, priorities and targets.
Assessment information is also shared with Consortium schools and external advisors to aid school improvement partnership work.
Top of the Document
Reading and Writing Targets
Teachers are expected to keep up to date targets for every children for reading, writing andmaths.
Reading and Writing Reading and writing targets are given to children on specific target sheets. These targets should be taken from
your knowledge of the child through the school assessment sheets. The school assessment sheets correspond with the target sheets
therefore, gaps should be easily identifiable, and these should create the children’s next steps. Writing targets should be k ept in the
back of the topic books and reading targets in the back of their reading journals. Children should be aware of their own targets and
know what their next steps are. Parents are Carers are sent their children’s targets termly to ensure they are kept aware of their
children’s next steps. Top of the Document
Maths Passports
Maths Passports focus on fluency of the key mathematical skills. They encompass all the key fluency skills from every programme of
study. They are progressive but are based on children’s fluency ability not year group. Once a child has completed one set of skills they
can be moved onto the next set. Top of the Document
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Parent involvement
Involving parents & pupils in the assessment process is crucial to facilitate quality learning. Parents are kept informed throughout the
year in various ways. In the Autumn and Spring terms parents’ evenings are held. Parents are informed about their children welfare,
attainment and progress. They are also made aware of their children’s next steps in learning taken from the teacher’s assessments
and the child’s specific target sheet. In the summer term a written report is sent to parents to inform them of their end of year/key
stage attainment and the standard they have achieved. Top of the Document
Self and Peer Assessment
In order for children to be able to assess themselves and others they need a clear learning intention and criteria of how to be
successful. Children should be given opportunity to assess each other’s work and their performances. It is good practice for children to
have opportunities to edit each other’s work. They should be given opportunities to self-correct, improve and present work on a
regular basis. Children need to be regularly editing written work with purple pens for punctuation and spelling corrections and
improving longer sections on pink paper. Children need to improve maths and improvements will be indicated using a pink pen.
Top of the Document
SEN assessment
SEN children can be assessed by P levels if they are working well below their programme of study and are assessed as below Pre Key
Standard. Severe SEN children with specific learning needs should be assessed against their Individual Support Plan (ISP). This is to
ensure that all children can attain and make progress against achievable steps. ISP’s need to be tailored to children’s learning needs
and updated regularly (at least once a term) SEN children who make small steps of improvement can be monitored by noting

achievements made in their ISP targets or other personal targets or by evaluating their performance in intervention groups.
Top of the Document
Formative assessments These are kept weekly / daily to inform planning to improve progress
Formative Assessments in Maths Writing and Reading
Concept and skills Grids will be regularly updated to inform future planning and catchup support
Reading and Writing targets Maths Passports will be kept regularly updated by staff and children
Formative Assessments in other subjects
Teachers will be building their teacher knowledge lesson by lesson using questioning, discussion, marking etc
They will keep notes (recording the initials of children who are below the expected stand working at Greater depth or absent)
Formative Assessments in Early Years
The Reception team will make daily assessment observations to monitor and develop children’s progress
2Simple software will be used to keep a regular record of progress (and this will be shared with parents)
Top of the Document
Summative assessments
These are recorded 4 times a year - completed by end of Aut half term, and by end of Aut, end of spring and end of summer term
For Years 1-6
Assessment Spreadsheets will be saved and uploaded to portal by the end of the 1st half term and by the end of each term.
Maths and Writing Grids uploaded to portal by the end of the 1st half term and by the end of each term.
Infants Rec – Y2
A Reading and Phonic Trackers Tracker will be saved and uploaded to portal by the end of each half term term.
Early years
We will complete a Reception Baseline in all Areas of learning at the start of year and record these on the Reception Assessment
Grid We will update the Reception Assessment Grid at the end of each term re- saving and uploading it to the portal
Top of the Document
Tests
Internal Tests – Are used to help inform teacher assessments
Year 1,3,4 and 5 have a termly assessment week were the children complete tests. This is to consolidate teacher assessment and
serves as another piece of independent evidence. The tests comprise of reading, SPaG and maths. In addition to these tests the
children also complete termly PRIA reading tests. These help to analyse the different areas of reading and give the children a reading
age. Year 2 and 6 complete half-termly assessment weeks because of the SAT’s at the end of the key stage. They also cover reading,
SPaG and maths. They to complete the PIRA reading tests.
External Tests – Are used to monitor School performance
• School will participate in all the external tests
• Reception Baseline
• Year One Phonics Screen (and Year 2 phonics screen for those children who don’t ‘pass’ in Year One)
• End of KS1 SATS in Maths, Reading and Writing
• Year 4 Timetable Test
• End of KS2 SATS in Maths, Reading and Writing and Punctuation, Spelling & Grammar
Page | 5
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ASSESSMENT RECORDS TO BE KEPT
Excel spreadsheets kept on the staff portal
1. Class assessment spreadsheets contain tabs for
Years 1-6 Maths, Reading, Writing, SPAG, Phonics, Science, All foundation subjects, Piri Standardised scores.
Updated at end of the Autumn half term and end of each term and uploaded onto the staff portal

2. Assessment grids for Writing and Maths key concepts and skills
Updated daily/ weekly on staff laptops and uploaded to portal end of the Aut half term and end of each term

3. Reception assessment spreadsheet for EYFS profile,
Updated at end of the Aut half term and end of each term and uploaded onto the staff portal

4. 2 simple software
This is used on a daily/weekly basis contain evidence of daily observations

Manual files to be maintained – kept in Classroom
The following needs to be kept in each teacher’s classroom and should be available to SMT when required.
1. Reading assessment folder
2. individual reading records
Top of the Document

Class Assessment Spreadsheets
Assessment Spreadsheets enable Teachers to record and update their Teacher Assessments
They will be updated 4 times per year firstly at end of Aut half term and then at the end of each term
The Assessment Spreadsheets store a summative record of the Attainment Grades and progress being made.
Until the end of year, predicted grades / targets for the end of year outcomes in all subjects
By the end of the year they are the actual grade of attainment achieved
Comparing these grades to prior attainment allows us to measure the Yearly and Key Stage progress in Reading, Writing and Maths
They should be updated 4 times a year and a NEW file will be saved each time the assessment update is made
1st update AUTUMN HALF TERM saves this file into BASELINE folder (This will be an end of year prediction/ target)
2nd update at End of Autumn Term save this file into END OF AUT folder This will be an end of year prediction/ target)
3rd update at the End of Spring Term save file into END OF SPRING folder (This will be an end of year prediction/ target)
4th update at the End of Summer Term save file into END OF SUMMER folder (This will be actual attainment achieved for the Year)

Top of the Document
Making an Attainment Grade Judgement on the class assessment spreadsheets
Grades are based on the child’s ability to achieve National Curriculum Programmes of Study
Children will be assessed against a progressive assessment grid.
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This grid incorporates the specific year group’s programme of study (PoS). This is broken down into manageable steps.
The steps that are in red are Key Progress Indicators (KPI’s) and these are considered the fundamentals of learning for each
subject, standard and year group. In order for children to be awarded a standard they must achieve all of the red
statements and the vast majority of the black statements (other criteria from PoS).
This is an example of the assessment
grid. A child must achieve all of the
red and majority of the black in one
column to be awarded a standard.

Top of the Document
Choosing the Grade
Each child is awarded an end of year numerical grade which denotes the child’s attainment relative to the expected
standard for that year. (During the year the recorded GRADE is a prediction of what the child is likely to achieve by
the end of the year). The numerical grades that are awarded from the teacher assessment sheets are as follows

1
Pre Key Standard

2

Working Towards
Expected Standard
Very Poor understanding Has covered but doesn’t
unable to grasp concepts fully grasp
and skills
A child is working
A child who is work
significantly below their below national standard
year groups PoS. These but can access the Pos
are on separate
assessment sheets.

3
Working at Expected
Standard
Has achieved the
Skill / Concept
A child who is working
with the PoS and
achieving the relevant
statements to be
awarded a standard

4
Working at greater depth
within expected standard
Shows deep understanding
and achieves at greater
depth
A child who has greater
understanding of their year
groups PoS. they are not
working at the year groups
above but their learning is
being deepened within the
expected standard.

Top of the Document
Using decimals in the Grade
This enables us to record finer more detailed assessments (it indicates how near the teacher thinks the child is to achieving the next
standard)

Attainment Levels cover a VERY broad spectrum
Therefore, Decimals should be used to show the ‘depth’ of attainment which the child is attaining in the ‘NEXT higher
standard’
FOR EXAMPLE
3.00 means ONLY JUST achieving this standard
3.25 means Achieving the Standard and and achieving some (about a quarter) of the Greater Depth Standard
3.5 means Achieving the Standard and Achieving about half of the Greater Depth Standard
3.75 (or above) means Achieving the Standard and NEARLY Achieving Greater Depth

Top of the Document
Using Class Assessment Spreadsheets to monitor progress
EXPECTED PROGRESS (is the same for both Key Stages)
A child makes expected progress if the Child’s grade remains the same by the end of the Year
BETTER THAN EXPECTED PROGRESS
The fraction of the next standard achieved is recorded in quarters If a child achieves a quarter or more of the next standard,
then the decimal 0.25 is used If a child achieves a half or more of the next standard, then the decimal 0.5 is used If a child
achieves three quarters or more of the next standard, then the decimal 0.75 is used Progress occurs in.
if a child improves their end of year Grade by 0.25or more we consider them to have made better than expected progress
Top of the Document
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Science Assessments
There is a Tab on the Class Assessment Spreadsheet to enter the Science attainment for each Science Unit
Use the end of unit expectations with 3 indicating at the expected level for that unit

Top of the Document
Foundation subjects Assessments
In the foundation subjects Teacher’s will make a BEST FIT grade for the children’s performance across the term.
There is a Tab on the Class Assessment Spreadsheet where teachers will Record the Assessments of all other foundation subjects
This shows where a child is currently performing in each foundation subject
This should be updated at least 3 times a year for end of AUTUMN, SPRING, SUMMER

Top of the Document

Reading maths and writing skills grids
Maths and Writing Grids are kept on an Excel Spreadsheet
These spreadsheets record the key knowledge and skills gained for writing and numeracy
Numbers Show the level of Understanding Shown by an individual pupil
Very Poor understanding
Unable to grasp the skill/concept

Has covered but doesn’t fully grasp - The Has achieved the
skill/concept
Skill / Concept

Shows deep understanding and application
at greater depth
Of the skill / Concept

1

2

4

3

These assessments should be completed every week as they are formative and should inform weekly planning
maths and writing grids should be updated weekly on teacher laptops
and uploaded onto the portal (at least) 4 times a year at end of Aut half term and at the end of each term

Top of the Document
Writing Grids
Writing Grids are kept on an Excel Spreadsheet
Writing Concepts and Skills for the year group are ‘pre- listed’ on the left-hand column

The Assessments should be utilised by the teacher and fed back to help children to help them make progress in their writing
Children should be given opportunity to complete extended writing independently at least twice each half term.
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Teachers will ‘deep mark’ and provide constructive feedback on these pieces of writing.
Teacher’s should regularly analyse these writing assessments to inform planning
Teachers should use FEEDBACK sessions and plan future learning opportunities to ‘CLOSE GAPS’ in learning
SEE MARKINGPOLICY FOR FURTHER DETAILS
Top of the Document
Maths grids
Maths Concepts and Skills for the year group are added as maths topics are completed
Assessments should be completed weekly to inform Maths catchup requirements

Top of the Document

Reading records.
For extra information on the maintaining of reading records please see the reading policy.
Reading records are track and improve progress. They ensure books children are reading are at an age and stage appropriate
level
All of the evidence is fed into the; Reading Grids (kept on a weekly basis to keep a running record of reading knowledge, understanding and skills)
Individual class reading records (kept on a daily basis as the child is heard read)
The Class Assessment Spreadsheet (kept on a termly basis to keep an overall summative record each term)
Reading and Phonic Trackers (kept on a termly basis to track the classes progress in reading and phonics)
Piri Reading Tests (Standardised scores are recorded on a termly basis, on the Class Assessment Spread sheet)
Salford Reading tests – (Used to baseline and evaluate the progress of readers who require additional support in the
accelerated reading project.
Top of the Document
1. Reading Grids
Reading Grids are the same as the Writing and Maths Grids (which are described above)
BUT THEY ARE KEPT MANUALLY IN A CLASS FOLDER
THESE GRIDS SHOULD BE UPDATED ON A WEEKLY BASIS AS THE CHILDREN ARE HEARD READING
These sheets record knowledge and skills gained for Reading
Reading Grids are maintained manually in the class reading record file
Top of the Document
2. Individual reading records
Individual reading records are to be kept in folders in every classroom. It is the responsibly of the class teacher and the
teaching assistants to hear the children in their class read. In order to keep up to date with accurate reading assessments the
following will be recorded for every child:
• Book band the child is on
• What book they are reading
• Comments on their reading
BTop of the Document
3. Piri Reading Tests
Piri Reading tests will be administered During Autumn, Spring and Summer Terms
The Standardised results from these tests will be recorded on a spreadsheet to help monitor reading progress.
Top of the Document
4. Phonics and Reading Trackers for INFANTS; - REC,Y1 and Y2
In KS1 and the EYFS, phonics and reading trackers will be updated half termly.
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The children will be assessed against the how they are
attaining in relation to the expected standard for their year group. The trackers will monitor progress of every child through
the phonic phases and reading scheme. This assessment will highlight children that are on track and those that may need
intervention. It also tracks the percentages throughout the year of children that are on track to make the expected standard.
Teachers are responsible for updating these trackers.
Top of the Document
5. READING TRACKERS

This is the reading tracker
that will be filled in each
half term to track the
children’s progress in
reading against the
reading scheme.

Top of the Document
6. PHONIC TRACKERS
The phonic trackers follow the half termly objectives/expectations for School’s phonics scheme for the year group
For SEN previous years phonic trackers can be used to record and highlight learning gaps and individual progress.
Back to contents page

This tracks phonics across
reception and year 1. This
ensures children are
achieving and will
highlight those under
achieving so intervention
can be planned.

Top of the Document
7. Accelerated Reading Assessments
Children making poor progress will be assessed using the assessment tools from Accelerated Reading tests to identify SMART
targets for rapid improvement
These assessments will be used to inform DIRECT INSTRUCTION AND READ TOGETHER INTERVENTION
The aim is to enable children to make RAPID READING progress.
Top of the Document
8. Salford Reading Test and a Generalised Reading Assessment (3 min read of a ‘real book’ )
We will ALSO use the Salford Reading Test and a Generalised Reading Assessment (3 min read of a ‘real book’ )to baseline and
evaluate effectiveness of the Rapid Reading interventions on a termly basis.
Top of the Document
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ASSESSING THE FOUNDATION SUBJECTS
The assessment of children’s work is on-going to ensure that the understanding is being achieved and that progress
is being made. At all times, the marking of work be in line with the school marking policy and will respect pupil’s
achievements.
At the end of each unit, teachers will complete an assessment form. This will be based on the age-related
expectations for the unit. Teachers will make notes, along with initials of children who are working towards or
above the expected standard (see the example below)
Example of Assessment in Non – Core Subjects and Science

Top of the Document

RECEPTION ASSESSMENTS
Reception Baseline
A baseline assessment is completed by the teacher for the children on entry to the reception class.
This will be their starting point in reception
An average child on entry should be beginning 40 – 60 months
Children will be assessed for each area of learning using the development matters
Top of the Document
Reception Daily/Weekly Formative assessments
Teachers make daily assessments through observations, discussions and checking pupils recording in books
2 simple software is used on a daily/weekly basis contain evidence of daily observations
Also, English and Maths books are checked and annotated weekly
Daily reading records are kept, and all children are heard by an adult one -one at least once a week (Also group reading occurs for each child 3 times per week)
Some SEN children get heard more than this (according to need)

Top of the Document
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Reception Termly summative assessments
Reception assessments (including the Reception Baseline) are recorded on the Reception Excel spreadsheet to build an EYFS
profile, of the child’s attainment and progress.
This will be Updated at end of the Aut half term and end of each term and uploaded onto the staff portal

Top of the Document
Attainment in Reception

EYFS attainment is tracked against development matters through the year in each area of learning
and by the summer term all children are tracked on the early learning goals.
We use s numerical grade to show if the children are below, at or above the expected standard for the start of year and
the end of each term (SEE the grades listed below in the Summary of grades for Reception Class Assessment
Spreadsheet
Decimals can be used to show how much of the next standard above is being achieved.
Progress in Reception
We measure progress as follows; If the child remains on the same ‘numerical grade’ they have made good progress
If the grade increases, they have made better than expected progress
Top of the Document
The Development Matters Statements
Throughout the year a child is assessed purely against the development matters statements that are taken from the EYFS.
A child can be beginning, consolidating or secure within the age band of development matters.
A best fit approached is used.
Development Matters
Beginning
22 to 36
30 -50
months
Months

Consolidating
30-50
Months

Secure
30-50
Months

Beginning
40-60
Months

Consolidating
40-60
Months

Secure
40-60
Months

Top of the Document
Early Learning Goals
At the end of Reception children will be assessed against the Early Learning Goals for all areas of learning, which are the next
progressive step from development matters. A child can be awarded any of the following grades dependent on their learning. A
child who has made a good level of development will have reached the expected standard within the early learning goal by the
end of the year in physical development, communication and language, personal, social and Numeracy
Assessment of Reading and Phonics
Reading and Phonic Trackers are used to track children’s progress in these important areas of learning
These are described in more detail above
Top of the Document
A GOOD LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT
A Good Level of Development means to achieve ‘at expected’ in the Early Learning Goals in;- The 3 prime areas + Maths &
Literacy
GLD = Achieving At least the Expected Standard in ELG in the 3 Prime Areas + ELG in Maths + ELG in Literacy
• Personal, Social and Emotional Development.
• Communication and Language
• Physical Development
• Maths
• Literacy
Evidence for Reception assessment – 2SIMPLE
SIMPLE software is used to build a Profile Of each child
The Early Learning Goals
Emerging
Expected
Achieved some of the objectives but
Achieved most of the objectives
not all.

Exceeding
Achieved all and beyond.

Electronic and paper assessments are kept throughout the EYFS. The electronic profile is kept in the form of 2simple.
This stores evidence of children independently learning and links that learning to development matters.
The work showcases independent work and significant steps in learning taken by the child.
Evidence to support assessments can also be found in children’s books.
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Parents are also asked to contribute evidence and the 2SIMPLE profile is shared with parents.
Top of the Document

The Reception Class Assessment Spreadsheet
Hurley Primary Numerical Grades are used to record attainment
updated on excel and uploaded onto the school portal
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Summary of grades for Reception Class Assessment Spreadsheet
Autumn 1st Half term
Development matters stage

Consolidating 30-50
and below

Numerical grade

Baseline
Secure 30-50

1

End of Aut Term
Development matters stage

Secure 30-50
Or below

Numerical grade

2
Autumn
Beginning 4060

1

End of Spring Term
Development matters stage

Beginning 40-60
or below

2
Spring
Consolidating 40-60
2

Beginning 4060

Consolidating
40-60 or above

3

4

Consolidating
40-60 or
above
3

Secure 40 – 60
Or Above
4

Secure 40-60 or Beginning ELG or
above
Above

Numerical grade

1

3

4

End of Summer/Year
Early Learning Goal

Emerging ELG or Below

National numerical grade

Non recorded

1

2

Exceeding
ELG
3

School Numerical grade

1

2

3

4

Early Learning goals: National Data
Emerging ELG
Expected ELG

RECEPTION Progress
Expected progress
A child who is making good progress will be expected to maintain the ‘School GRADE’ eg/ a child baselining at Beginning 40-60
should leave with Expected ELG’s if they make GOOD PROGRES.
If children comes in as a ‘3’(at the expected standard) and finish on a 3. They have made expected progress.
Better than expected progress
If children increase their ‘SCHOOL grade’ over the year they will have made BETTER THAN EXPECTED PROGRESS
Eg If they start the year on a ‘3’ and finish on a 4 they will have made better than expected progress.

Age bands
There are six age bands specified in the EYFS Statutory framework. These culminate in the early learning goal which
is the expectation at the end of the Reception year. The Levels are Beginning- Consolidating - Secure
• Birth to 11 months ---- > 8-20 months ----->16-26 months ---- 22-36 months (Pre – School ages)
• 30-50 months 48 months = 4 yrs old (Mostly covered in Nursery)
• 40-60+ months 60 months = 5 yrs old
• Early Learning Goals (Below – Emerging – Expected – Exceeding)
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EYFS AREAS OF LEARNING
The 7 EYFS Areas of learning
• communication and language
•

physical development

•

personal, social and emotional development

•

literacy

•

mathematics

•

understanding the world
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•

expressive arts and design

The 17 aspects of learning
The areas of learning are subdivided into 17 aspects. These are divided into overlapping age bands that culminate in
the early learning goals (ELGs). It is expected that all children achieve all the ELGs by the end of Reception.
3 Prime areas

4 Specific areas

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
1. Self-confidence and self-awareness
2. Managing feelings and behaviour
3. Making relationships

Literacy
9. Reading
10 Writing
Mathematics
11. Numbers
12. Shape, space and measures

Communication and Language
4. Listening and attention
5. Understanding
6. Speaking

Understanding the World
13. People and communities
14. The world
15. Technology

Physical Development
7. Moving and handling
8. Health and self-care

Expressive Art and Design
16. Exploring and using media and material
17. Being imaginative

The Three characteristics of Effective Learning
• playing and exploring,
• active learning
• creating and thinking critically.
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A GOOD LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT MEANS ACHIVEING THE ELG’s IN
•

The prime areas
o
o
o

•

emotional development;
physical development;
communication and language
And the specific areas of
o
o

Mathematics
Literacy
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REVIEW FRAMEWORK
The policy will be reviewed annually (or sooner in the event of revised legislation or guidance).

Headteacher

Chair of Governors

Glyn Morgans

Karen Orman

Signed

Signed

Nov 20

Nov 20

REVIEW DATE: NOV 2021
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If you have any queries or require further information please do not
hesitate to contact us on 01827 872207 or email
head2032@welearn365.com
Hurley Primary School, Heanley Lane, Hurley, Nr Atherstone, North Warwickshire, CV9 2HY
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